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Formation of a Spanish National Platform
1. ESSA1 is an international betting integrity body that represents many of the world’s largest
regulated sports betting operators, including many of the leading brands currently licensed and
operating in Spain. The association provided a detailed response to the Dirección General de
Ordenación del Juego (DGOJ) consultation supporting the proposed establishment of a national
platform to counter the manipulation of sports competitions and fraud in sports betting.2 ESSA is
pleased to provide comments on the subsequent Draft Decree establishing a national platform.3
2. As our previous response highlighted, ESSA broadly supports the adoption of the Council of
Europe (CoE) Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions.4 The formation of a
national platform is core component of the Convention, which Spain signed in July 2015.5 Spain is
also an active member of the CoE established Network of National Platforms (or Group of
Copenhagen).6 ESSA therefore welcomes the move to establish a national platform and to involve
a range of key stakeholders, including the betting sector, in that policy and discussion forum.
3. A core objective of the Convention is: “to promote national and international co-operation
against manipulation of sports competitions between the public authorities concerned, as well as
with organisations involved in sports and in sports betting.”7 For any national policy to be fully
effective it must engage with international stakeholders noting that betting related match-fixing
is a cross-border global issue. It is therefore important that the Spanish national platform involves
representatives of key international bodies, and that includes the sports betting sector.
4. ESSA is the leading international integrity association for regulated private betting operators. It
holds positions on high-level betting policy forums at the European Commission, Council of
Europe and the IOC, and is driving a number of important initiatives aimed at addressing matchfixing. The association has information sharing agreements with gambling regulatory authorities
around the world, which allow both parties to engage fully on integrity matters both in relation to
our international alert system and with regard to any national sports betting policy actions.
5. We believe that it is only through such cooperation and partnership working, both nationally and
internationally, that evidence-led investigations and sanctions can have the desired impact. In
recognition of that core objective, ESSA is a member of the UK national platform providing
international alert data and trends to help formulate effective sports betting integrity policies. It
should be noted that ESSA’s alert platform identified and reported 42 cases of suspicious betting
on Spanish sporting events during 2015-18 (Annex I).8 This data is only available through ESSA.
6. ESSA therefore requests that the Spanish authorities: a) include ESSA as one of the betting sector
representative bodies on the national platform under Article 3 (1) (k) of the Draft Decree - ESSA
has a Spanish speaking staff member available to attend meetings; and b) explores an
information sharing agreement with ESSA to protect Spain’s betting market and sporting events.
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Annex I: ESSA alerts on Spanish sporting events 2015-2018
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Annex II: Global alerts reported by ESSA 2015-18
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